
UWOSS Council Meeting

Date: Monday, November 29th, 2021
Location: Online, Teams
Start time:  6:32 PM
End time:  6:”58 PM
Meeting Facilitators: Chris Graves, Jin Kwon, Aashna Bansal, Jennifer Li

Attendees:
1st years 2nd years 3rd years
Nina Yan
Audrey Li
Shivani Solanki
Jenny Tang
Behavieethra Mohanathas
Erin Poirier
Sophie Borho
Jovinn Sidhu
Brandt Burdeniuk
Daniel Stasiuk
Mateo Vacacela
Hannah Jacobs
Sara Baig

Jerry Li
Emily Lant
Zoe Selimos
Alyssa McCullough
Aisa Dobie
Hellen Xu
Wincy Chung
Mohammed Kayali
Melissa De Luca
Akshu Valecha
Sean Ng
Ashley Berry

Chris Graves
Jennifer Li
Janet Tan
Kevin Shelswell
Kristen Letwinetz
Bethany Lo
Sanjay Solanski
Meghan Sue
Jin Kwon
Sahil Merali

Absent: Madelan Tsao, Anika Nelson, Eric Roberts, Leeann Noronha, Krish Srinivasan,
Aashna Bansal, William Cross

Agenda Item
Facilitator

Discussion

Motion to begin Jennifer Sahil, Alyssa
Social Rep report Social

Reps
Hannah: Google form poll was created and all the
winners were notified and received their gift cards
(From Sarah). Thrive week attendance will be low if
conducted near exam season. They have decided
to go forward with it early next term.
Chris: Future events: Eyeball. Wanted to know if
they have connected with the third year.
Jin: Corneal cup and Thrive week at the same time
may be too much. Has information from Alyssa



from last year regarding Eyeball, will update the
social reps and get the events sorted out.

1st Year Sport Rep
report

1st Year
Sport Reps

Brandt: waiting on the invoice for jerseys and
looking into booking events (ie. beach volleyball),
buses, and venues.

2nd Year Sport Rep
report

2nd Year
Sport Reps

Ashely: Also waiting on the invoice for jersey (Krish
is looking into basketball event).

3rd Year Sport Rep
report

3rd Year
Sport Reps

Sahil: Communicate CIF with arena but still cannot
book yet. There is a varsity game on Friday, Jan
14th (usually when we host our final game). Finals
will have to be on another week. Looking to see if
other sports reps have anything booked so they
can work around the first and second years.
Waiting for CooperVision for sponsorships. Starting
to do a pamphlet and try to get it done at least at
the very beginning of January.
Chris: We do not want all the events to be on the
same week, usually volleyball and basketball are at
the end of January.
Sahil: Eric has been reminding CIF regarding
booking. In a couple of days, we should have
things settled and know a timeline.

1st Year Equipment
Rep report

1st Year
Equipment
Reps

Bhavieethra: placed the orders for reading cards
and reps for trial lens kit are planned for Winter
Term.
Chris: We want the orders done before break, but
the orders are finalized after the break. Wanted to
know if they can get the equipment by September.
Bhavieethra: The second years ordered in march
and received the order in September.
Chris: Start organizing presentation for diagnostic
kits. Because it is usually done early.

2nd Year Equipment
Rep report

2nd Year
Equipment
Reps

Wincy: to the first year: Do everything as early as
possible due to delays. Diagnostic equipment as
well. Presentations were done online after exams.
Currently emailing all the companies for BIO
presentations, trying to get the presentations before
the end of the year. Hope we can order them
before January.
Borrow the equipment and have people try it in the
lab.

3rd Year Equipment
Rep report

3rd Year
Equipment
Reps

Sanjay: Reps will leave equipment in the library.
Work with the distributors to have them leave the
equipment.



Third years have ordered everything at this point.
And creating a presentation to the first and second
years regarding diagnostic kits and etc.
Bethany: Third year ordered the trial lens in
November and finalized early January. Able to get it
in September. Make sure to order early so that at
least you can get them on time

1st Year Class report Nina/Audrey Nina: Set up a google form for Skit night. As of
now, the interest is low. Dr. Khan did reach out to
the class presidents to get a list of questions
regarding the next term.

2nd Year Class report Aisa/Hellen Asia: Questions were sent to Dr.Khan. Dr. Khan
emailed and wanted to hold a meeting for
end-of-term feedback. Hopefully, they can find a
day where the president and vice-president can
meet with Dr. Khan and Dr. Hutchings.
Released google form regarding feedback and will
share the format Nina.
Jennifer: Dr. Hrynchak and Dr. Khan are working on
the equipment that professors recommend. It may
take a while to create, I will follow up on this and let
them know.

3rd Year Class report Janet/Anika Nothing to update.

Next Meeting
Date/Time

Chris Chris: Sometime in January (closer ot the start of
term) and will post a poll so that we can vote.

Motion to end Jennifer Jerry and Sahil.


